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“Introduction of the TUM Venture Labs & the Venture Lab Quantum”

The TUM Venture Labs are the new lighthouse initiative of TUM & UnternehmerTUM focused on translating the leading scientific research into innovative, scalable business models within targeted technology domains. Thereby, the setup consisting of 11 domain-specific Venture Labs builds on the excellent offering and track record of the TUM/UTUM ecosystem. Jointly, the goal is to create a leading hub for technology-driven startups here in Munich and to become a driving force for the tech sovereignty of Europe.

Within this setup, the Venture Lab Quantum is the element driving entrepreneurship specifically in the field of quantum technologies and adjacent areas. The early-stage offerings start with educational formats ranging from mobilization courses involving successful Quantum entrepreneurs, through entrepreneurial core skills to tailored programs focusing on entrepreneurship within the various business models in quantum technologies. The VLQ’s venturing formats support teams pursuing early innovative ideas until their incorporation and prepare them for investments and market entry. Further, the VLQ maintains a tight ecosystem of industry partners, mentors and early-stage investors, who can provide essential input for the validation of the business models.
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